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Abstract
One of the most e0cient way of improving the performance of learning algorithms is “snoop-
ing”, i.e. using some information about the data to be predicted for choosing the parameters of
the learning algorithm or the learning algorithm itself. Allowing di6erent degrees of snooping
 makes it possible to attain a better performance LossP(x) of a prediction strategy P on the
given data set x. We study the “snooping curves” Lx()= infK(P)6LossP(x), where K(P) is the
Kolmogorov complexity of the prediction strategy P. We prove that every non-increasing func-
tion can be approximated with arbitrary precision by some snooping function Lx. Our framework
is that of on-line prediction; for simplicity we assume that sequences x are binary. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Prediction strategies
Suppose we are given a data set x1; x2; : : : ; xi; : : : ; in this paper we consider only
the simplest case, where xi ∈{0; 1}. Our goal is to predict the elements of the data set
on-line: we predict x1, then predict x2 given x1; : : : ; then predict xi+1 given x1; x2; : : : ; xi,
etc. At every step i the loss is measured by some loss function 	(xi; pi), where the
forecast is a real number pi and the actual outcome is xi. We suppose that this func-
tion is non-negative and computable. For example, we consider the squared di6er-
ence 	(xi; pi)= (xi − pi)2 and the log-loss function 	(xi; pi)=− logpi if xi =1 and
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	(xi; pi)=− log(1 − pi) if xi =0 (in the following log means the logarithm to the
base 2). Other loss functions are considered in [6, 2] (log-loss, Hellinger, etc.); [8]
(Mnancial theory); [11] (logistic), etc. An interesting theoretical possibility (and, some
would argue, an unsightly phenomenon of the real life) is “snooping”, or choosing the
learning algorithm depending on the sequence x. Of course, we can always built x into
the learning algorithm and attain ideal performance, so we have to limit snooping; to
do so, we will use the notion of Kolmogorov complexity (see, e.g. [3]).
It is natural to suppose that all predictions are given according to a prediction strat-
egy (or learning algorithm) pi = S(x1x2 : : : xi−1). The total loss incurred by Predictor
who follows the strategy S over the Mrst n trials x1; x2; : : : ; xn is deMned
LossS(x1x2 : : : xn) =
n∑
i=1
	(xi; S(x1x2 : : : xi−1)):
The main task is to minimize the total loss su6ered on a sequence x= x1x2 : : : xn of
outcomes. The corresponding game-theoretic interpretation is given in [7] or in [8].
We Mx some universal programming language. Then each computable prediction
strategy S is deMned by its program, which given a sequence x= x1; : : : ; xi−1, some
parameter y and integer number k outputs a Mnite binary sequence bk representing the
rational approximation of S(x) with accuracy 2−k . We suppose that any two sequences
bk and bk′ are consistent, i.e. bk ⊆ bk′ for k6k ′.
By Kolmogorov complexity K(S|y) of prediction strategy S given parameter y we
mean the length of the shortest program having these properties. Unconditional com-
plexity is deMned as K(S)=K(S|	), where 	 is the empty sequence. (for details see
[3].)
“Honest” learning algorithms S are those with small Kolmogorov complexity. Know-
ing x allows us to choose more complicated S (tuned for this particular x), but we
will impose the restriction K(S)6, where  is a non-negative constant rePecting the
degree of snooping allowed.
We impose the following restrictions on the loss function 	(j; p): there exists a
positive computable real number b such that:
(1) 	(0; p)¿b or 	(1; p)¿b for each p;
(2) there exists a computable real number pˆ such that 	(0; pˆ)= 	(1; pˆ)= b;
(3) 	(0; 0)= 	(1; 1)=0;
(4) the loss function is perfectly mixable (see below).
The log-loss function and squared di6erence satisfy these conditions with b=1 and 14 ,
accordingly.
Conditions (1)–(3) look unnatural but they follow from the more natural conditions
communicated to author by Yura Kalnishkan:
(5) 	(0; p)= 	(1; 1− p) for all p (symmetry condition);
(6) 	(0; 12 ) =0 (or 	(1; 12 ) =0);
(7) 	(0; 0)=0 (or 	(1; 1)=0);
(8) 	(0; p)6	(0; p′) and 	(1; p)¿	(1; p′) if p6p′ (monotonicity condition).
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Without loss of generality we can normalize any arbitrary loss function 	(j; p) sat-
isfying conditions (1)–(4): we deMne 	′(j; p)= b−1	(j; p) for some b (satisfying 2),
where j=0; 1. So, in the following we suppose that our loss function satisMes condi-
tions (1)–(4) with b=1.
In machine learning framework the following situation is considered. There is a
pool of experts predicting the same sequence y of outcomes and su6ering total losses
Li(y); i=1; 2; : : : : Our goal is to construct an algorithm which performs as well as
the best expert no matter what outcomes is produced by nature. Then our goal is to
minimize the maximum of the di6erence L(y)− Li(y), where L(y) is the total loss of
this algorithm su6ered on a sequence y. A very natural algorithm in this manner is
based on idea of updating conMdence of each strategy and mix them. Vovk proposed a
natural condition on loss function su0cient to realize this idea. By “perfectly mixable”
loss functions we mean the following. Let us Mx a computable real number ¿0 (the
learning rate). Put =e− ∈ (0; 1). The loss function (game) is perfectly -mixable if
for every sequence (p1; p2; : : :) of predictions and every sequence (r1; r2; : : :) of non-
negative weights with sum 61, there exists a prediction p such that, for all y
	(y; p)6 log
∞∑
i=1
	(y;pi)ri:
The loss function (game) is perfectly mixable if it is perfectly -mixable for some
¿0. It is known that many popular loss functions such as the log-loss function,
square-loss function, Cover’s loss function, long–short loss function, Kullback–Leibler
loss function, 2 loss function, Hellinger loss function etc. (see, e.g., [5, 2, 6, 8]) are
perfectly mixable.
Let us consider the Vovk’s aggregating algorithm AA [5, 6, 8], Section 2. In the case
of perfectly mixable loss functions this algorithm given a Mnite sequence of predictive
strategies S1; S2; : : : ; Sk and weights r1; r2; : : : ; rk , summing to 1, allows us to deMne
theirs “mixture”—a prediction strategy S such that
LossS(x)6 log
k∑
i=1
riLossSi (x) (1)
for all x, where =e− and the corresponding loss function is -mixable; we can take
r1 = · · · = rk =1=k. A variant of Vovk’s construction is given in Section 4.
2. Snooping curves
We will consider loss functions satisfying conditions (1)–(4) with b=1. For any
data sequence x we consider the “snooping curve” (or “snooping function”)
Lx() = inf
K(S)6
LossS(x): (2)
An analogous function as a measure of stochasticity was introduced by Kolmogorov
in the 1970s (for randomness deMciency) [1, 4, 3] and studied by Levin and V’yugin
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[9, 10]. In this paper we will extend result from [9] to the class of loss functions
satisfying (1)–(4); the proof is much simpler than that of [9].
Evidently, the snooping function is non-negative and non-increasing. In the following
the length of a Mnite sequence x will be denoted by l(x). For every sequence x we
have by (2) Lx(+c)6l(x) for all non-negative , where c is a non-negative constant.
A more reMned estimate is
Lx(+ c)6 l(x)− 
for all 066l(x), where c is a non-negative constant. To prove this inequality we
deMne the following prediction strategy
S(x1x2 : : : xi−1) =
{
xi if i 6 ;
pˆ otherwise;
where the number pˆ satisMes the condition (2). By deMnition K(S)6 + c for some
non-negative constant c and LossS(x)6l(x)− .
We present the general description of all possible forms of snooping functions for
di6erent x.
We consider the space L∞=L∞([0; 1]) with the norm ‖f‖= supx∈[0;1] |f(x)|.
Let (n) and (n) be two computable, non-negative integer valued, non-decreasing,
unbounded functions such that 0¡(n)6n for all n and (n)= o((n)) as n tends to
inMnity. We will study the asymptotic behaviour of snooping curve in the rectangle
[0; (n)]× [0; (n)] as n tends to inMnity. To do this, consider the family of “normal-
ized” snooping functions
fx(t) =
Lx((n)t)
(n)
;
where x is a Mnite binary sequence of length n and 06t61.
Theorem 1. Each non-increasing function F ∈L∞([0; 1]) whose graph is in the unit
square is a limit point (in metrics L∞) of the family of normalized snooping functions.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 1 below. For technical convenience we consider
the parameterized variant of (2)
Lx(|J ) = inf
K(S|J )6
LossS(x); (3)
where J is a Mnite set of parameters and K(S|J ) is the conditional Kolmogorov com-
plexity of S given J .
Lemma 1. The constants c1 and c2 exist such that for each n and for each <nite
sequence
J = (1; : : : ; k ; m1; : : : ; mk);
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of non-negative integer numbers; where k¿1;
c1 6 1 ¡ · · · ¡ k
and
n¿ m1 ¿ · · · ¿ mk;
there exists a binary sequence x of length n such that for every 16i6k + 1 and all
 satisfying the inequality
i−1 + 2 log2 i + c2 6 6 i (4)
the following estimate holds
mi − (k − i + 1)((ln 2=)(k + 1) + 1)6 Lx(|J )6 mi; (5)
where  is the learning rate and we put 0 = 0; k+1 =∞; mk+1 =0.
Proof. For any prediction strategy P we consider the loss incurred over a fragment
ym+1 : : : yk of a sequence y1 : : : ym1 , where m¡k6m1.
LossP(ym+1 : : : yk |y1 : : : ym) =
k∑
i=m+1
	(yi; P(y1 : : : yi−1)):
DeMne m′i =mi − mi+1, where i=1; 2; : : : ; k. Let the corresponding degree of accuracy
su0cient for estimation below is given. For any i let p1; p2; : : : ; pk(i) be all programs
of length 6i which given this degree of accuracy terminate for all z, l(z)6m1. For
any j=1; : : : k(i) let Pj(z) be an output of pj on z. We have k(i)¡2i+1. By means
of AA (Section 4) given the sequence m1; : : : ; mk+1 and 16i6k we can deMne an
averaging prediction strategy Pi such that for every y=y1 : : : ym1
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym1 |y1 :::ym) ¿
k(i)∑
j=1
(k(i))−1LossPj (ym+1 :::ym1 |y1 :::ym); (6)
where m=m1 − mi. Let pi be a program among p1; p2; : : : ; pk(i) with the maximal
terminating time. The important feature of this program is that for any j6i, when pi
terminates for all z, l(z)6m1, all programs of length 6j also must terminate, and so,
using this pi and some program of AA we can compute all values Pj (z) with given
degree of accuracy.
Let us deMne a sequence x1 : : : xm1 by mathematical induction on i. Let 16i6k and
x1 : : : xm1−mi is deMned. We suppose that this sequence is empty when i=1.
For every m1 − mi¡s6m1 − mi+1 deMne xs as follows. We compute rational ap-
proximations of 	(1; Pi(x1 : : : xs−1)) and 	(0; Pi(x1 : : : xs−1)) from below until at least
one of
	(1; Pi(x1 : : : xs−1)) ¿ 1− 2−(s+1) (7)
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or
	(0; Pi(x1 : : : xs−1)) ¿ 1− 2−(s+1) (8)
will hold. By (2) the inequality (7) or inequality (8) always will hold. If (7) was
computed the Mrst deMne xs =1, and deMne xs =0, otherwise. So, for every 16i6k
we have deMned a sequence x1 : : : xm1−mi+1 .
The total loss incurred over xm1−mj+1 : : : xm1−mj+1 by the prediction strategy Pj is
estimated from below
LossPj (xm1−mj+1 : : : xm1−mj+1 |x1 : : : xm1−mj)¿ m′j − 1:
By (6) for every i6j6k it holds
LossP(xm1−mj+1 : : : xm1−mj+1 |x1 : : : xm1−mj)¿ m′j − (ln 2=)(j + 1)− 1 (9)
for each prediction strategy P such that K(P)6j.
Put x= x1 : : : xm10
n−m1 (0 is concatenated n− m1 times).
Let P be such that K(P)6i6i+16 · · ·6k .
Summing the inequalities (9) for j= i; i + 1; : : : ; k we obtain
LossP(x1 : : : xn)¿ LossP(x1 : : : xm1−mi)
+LossP(xm1−mi+1 : : : xm1−mi+1 |x1 : : : xm1−mi)
+LossP(xm1−mi+1+1 : : : xm1−mi+2 |x1 : : : xm1−mi+1)
+ · · ·+ LossP(xm1−mk+1 : : : xm1−mk+1 |x1 : : : xm1−mk )
¿m′i + m
′
i+1 + · · ·+ m′k − (k − i + 1)((ln 2=)(k + 1) + 1)
¿mi − (k − i + 1)((ln 2=)(k + 1) + 1):
for each strategy P such that K(P)6i.
In order to obtain the upper bounds for every i=1; 2; : : : ; k consider the prediction
strategy Ui, depending on x1 : : : xm1−mi+1 , such that for every sequence z1 : : : zj−1
Ui(z1z2 : : : zj−1) =


xj if 16 j 6 m1 − mi+1;
pˆ if m1 − mi+1 ¡ j 6 m1;
0 otherwise;
where xj is the jth bit of the sequence x, and the number pˆ satisMes the condition (2).
By deMnition
LossUi(x) = mi+1:
By construction the strategy Ui is deMned by the number i, by the program pi and
by the set of parameters J . Hence, K(Ui|J )6i + 2 log2 i + c, where c is some
constant.
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We have K(S|p)− c6K(S)6K(S|p) + 2K(p) + c for every Mnite binary sequence
p, where c is a non-negative constant (see [3]). From this it is easy to obtain
Lx(+ 2K(p) + c)6 Lx(|p); (10)
Lx(+ c|p)6 Lx() (11)
for all ¿0, where c is a non-negative constant.
The proof of the theorem now can be Mnished as follows. A real-valued function
f(r) is simple if its domain can be represented as a union of pairwise disjoint intervals
with rational endpoints and f(r) is a rational constant on each of them.
Let F be a non-increasing function in L∞([0; 1]) whose graph is located in the
unit square, Fi be a simple function such that ‖F − Fi‖¡2−(i+1). Let r0¡r1¡ · · ·¡rk
be rational endpoints of the corresponding (to Fi) intervals, r0 = 0, rk =1, such that
Fi(r)=Rj for rj−16r¡rj, where j=1; : : : ; k. We suppose that 1¿R1¿ · · ·¿Rk¿0.
For any n deMne the parameter set J =(1; : : : ; k ; m1; : : : ; mk) as follows: j = rj(n)
and mj = Rj(n), where j=1; : : : ; k and r denotes the maximal integer number 6r.
We must also replace inequality K(S|J )6 in deMnition (3) of Lx(|J ) by inequality
K(S)6 in deMnition (2). Then by (10) and (11) additional terms of order O(K(n))
will appear in inequalities (4) and (5) of Lemma 1. Since there is no unbounded
computable function  (n) such that  (n)6K(n) for all n (see [3]), there exists an
inMnite sequence ni of distinct positive integer numbers such that K(ni)6 log (ni) for
all i=1; 2; : : : : Since functions (n) and (n) are unbounded, after normalizing these
terms will be su0ciently small for ni su0ciently large.
Then by Lemma 1 for n su0ciently large there exists an x of length n such that
‖F − fx‖¡2−i.
Notice, that Theorem 1 cannot explain the situation in the case, where (n)= o((n))
does not hold. It is an open problem to describe snooping curves in the case when the
values of  and Lx() are of the same order.
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Appendix: Aggregating algorithm
We present the Vovk’s aggregating algorithm in a form convenient to us.
Proposition 1. Let a loss function 	(!;p) be -mixable and =e−. For every
16m6n; every <nite sequence P1; P2; : : : ; Pk of computable prediction strategies and
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every sequence r(1); : : : ; r(k) of non-negative computable real numbers with sum 61;
a computable prediction strategy P exists such that for every binary sequence y1 : : : yn
LossP(ym+1 : : : yn|y1 : : : ym)6 log
k∑
i=1
r(i)LossPi (ym+1 :::yn|y1 :::ym): (12)
Proof. Remember that for any prediction strategy P the loss incurred on a fragment
ym+1 : : : yn of a sequence y1 : : : yn is deMned
LossP(ym+1 : : : yn|y1 : : : ym) =
n∑
i=m+1
	(yi; P(y1 : : : yi−1)):
Let r0(i)= r(i); i=1; : : : ; k. Trials y1; : : : ; ym are used as parameters. After each trial
ym+j; j=1; : : : ; n− m the weights are updated as follows:
rj(i) = 	(ym+j ;Pi(y1 :::ym+j−1))rj−1(i):
As follows from the deMnition
rj(i) = LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+j|y1 :::ym)r0(i):
After each trial ym+j−1 a superprediction gj is deMned
gj(!) = log
k∑
i=1
	(!;Pi(y1 :::ym+j−1))r∗j−1(i);
where
r∗j−1(i) =
rj−1(i)∑k
s=1 rj−1(s)
are normalized weights.
Since the loss function is -mixable for each j=1; : : : ; n−m a real number pj exists
(can be e6ectively computed with arbitrary degree of accuracy) such that
	(!;pj)6 gj(!)
for all ! (= 0; 1 in our case). DeMne P(y1 : : : ym+j−1)=pj.
By mathematical induction on t=1; : : : ; n− m we shall prove that
t∑
j=1
gj(ym+j) = log
k∑
i=1
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+t |y1 :::ym)r(i): (13)
The inequality (12) will be follow from (13) when t= n− m.
When t=1 we have
g1(ym+1) = log
k∑
i=1
	(ym+1 ;Pi(y1 :::ym))r(i):
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When t¿1 we have
log
k∑
i=1
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+t |y1 :::ym)r(i)
− log
k∑
i=1
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+t−1|y1 :::ym)r(i)
= log
∑k
i=1 
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+t−1|y1 :::ym)+	(ym+t ;Pi(y1 :::ym+t−1))r(i)∑k
i=1 
LossPi (ym+1 :::ym+t−1|y1 :::ym)r(i)
= log
k∑
i=1
	(ym+t ;Pi(y1 :::ym+t−1))r∗t−1(i) = gt(yt+m):
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